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Notes:

- rocker rules - divide nose + tail by
  use boy epoxy hardness mix - even stringer w/ foam
  watch foam density, ask - dust or no dust
  use #5/0 hard planer if you want to get rid of the crust on most blanks
- epoxy vs polyurethane - epoxy + polyurethane are just as strong, but epoxy is more flexible and less likely to cracking, if an epoxy + polyurethane blank is dropped, the polyurethane will shatter + the epoxy will not
- E < S < kerosine < carbon < Dielac
- epoxy is rated for a 78° temp for each 10° off this, the pot life of the resin will be doubled or halved
  over 90°, epoxy will catch fire
  fish eye, imperfection = bubbles
- epoxy will harden at a more gradual rate than polyester
  give 30 min. drip between pot time + glossing gel time
  leave a inch lip when overlaying glass
- use Mistress felt for templating
- deck patch post won't be needed for zinoline
- hot box is used as filler for the gaps in the cloth weave
  use either a foam or longhandled brush - the foam will melt
  glass mat services to give the manufactured surface
- use the weight of the polyurethane when sanding
  attempt alternate sanding method like abrasive pitting or buying traction material
- 1cc = 15 drops + 1oz = 30cc